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Executive Overview

Value through velocity.  The emergence of the Net Economy has created a faster, more
technologically capable business organization.  New digital marketplaces form everyday,
creating opportunities for obtaining and delivering goods and services through a wider range of
distribution channels.  Digital marketplaces have redefined business opportunities and the
challenges inherently associated with these opportunities.  The Net Economy drives value
through velocity– do things faster for less, creating more efficient business transactions and
loyal customers and partners.

The maturation of Internet technologies has lowered the barriers to executing business over the
web.  Digital marketplaces have led the Net Economy to a new perspective in which a hub
centric environment is used to procure goods and services.  Up until now, digital marketplaces
have focused on the engagement and execution of transactions.  By presenting order catalog
data, product availability and shipping options on-line, companies can quickly open and
penetrate more markets for their goods and services, engaging a larger number of customers
faster.

The new Net Economy creates opportunities to do business faster, at a more effective cost.
However, this new model for transacting business has created challenges for creating effective
and reliable services for customers and trading partners.  Companies always strive for
improved service and loyalty, but with so many opportunities to do business electronically
today, combined with competitive pressures to do more for less, loyalty and trading partner
relationships are often forgotten.

With the continual growth of the Net Economy comes the need to execute business
transactions as fast as the transaction can be engaged or captured.  From the application
process, as in the case of loans or insurance, to the purchasing process for inventory goods,
today’s organization is spending more and more time finding better methods to receive and
deliver transactions electronically via the web.  From digital marketplaces to web storefronts for
corporations to auction sites, the opportunity and the challenge remain the same–leverage the
power of the Internet to do faster.

However, the challenge to do more quickly does not stop with the securing and execution of a
sale for goods and services.  Capturing, maintaining and strengthening trading partner
relationships is critical to success in today’s digital economy.  With so many different options
for companies to purchase and deliver goods and services, the ability to fulfill and support
business transactions as cost effectively and efficiently as those transactions were received
and executed becomes critical to an organization’s ability to strengthen their trading partner
environment.  A web-based order is not valuable if when the goods are delivered, the order
cannot be collected due to problems with the transaction.

The ability to fulfill and support business transactions is further exacerbated when companies
consider the broad range of methods that orders and applications are received.  The Net
Economy is just one of the many ways companies receive and transact business.  Typically,
an organization’s trading partner community is at varying degrees of technological advance,
mandating the need to manage and deal with transactions from a wide variety of sources.
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Tim Minahan, Research Director of e-Business at Aberdeen Group, validates the B2B
transaction problem: "The ultimate goal of e-commerce should be to reduce cost, labor, and
time burdens by automating all the processes in a business transaction cycle.  However, the
dirty secret of e-commerce is that about 10% of business transactions are out of tolerance due
to processing errors, lost data, or other irregularities. Research indicates that these out-of-
tolerance transactions can account for nearly 40% of the total cost of managing business
transactions.”

Business problems are now handled in a new way.  For example, many large organizations
have streamlined their processes for securing and capturing transactions.  Web storefronts
and procurement applications simplify the processes of engaging and executing purchasing,
mortgage and loan applications, insurance claims processing and much more. While e-
commerce applications electronically manage the processing and capture of B2B transactions,
they also increase the volume, variety and complexity of transaction information.

The Optika Acorde Resolve solution can help.  Acorde Resolve creates a resolution hub or
Trading Partner Resolution Network for all participants in the trading partner community,
allowing them to efficiently and effectively find information about transactions, answer
questions themselves and interactively resolve transaction problems on-line.

A New Digital Marketplace

The business-to-consumer (B2C) marketplace has already experienced a sharp increase in
transactions, causing numerous, costly issues between companies and their consumers.  Web
storefronts have emerged for the delivery of all sorts of goods and services, creating an
overwhelming amount of consumers shopping online.  But how many of those online shops
provide reliable, consistent fulfillment and customer service for these simple transactions
between only two parties – the store and the consumer?

Now consider the B2B marketplace, where each hub organization has hundreds to thousands
of suppliers, distributors, retail outlets or manufacturing locations – the possibility of transaction
error increases exponentially.  Acorde Resolve creates a new type of digital marketplace for
the fulfillment, support and resolution of transactions.  Acorde Resolve helps companies build
Trading Partner Resolution Networks, functional hubs that give companies the ability to fulfill
and support business transactions on-line regardless of the method used to execute the
transaction.   Resolution hubs provide the same benefits and capabilities regardless of
business environment or industry vertical.

Acorde Resolve creates resolution hubs for companies on any side of a business transaction.
For example, a manufacturing company orders gears to build an automobile.  The supplier of
the gears delivers the exact quantity ordered to the exact location.  The invoice is submitted
and directly correlates to a purchase order from the buying organization.  No error occurs and
the invoice is paid.  Prior to the payment of the invoice, should there be questions about when
the payment will be made or via what means, the supplier can check through Acorde Resolve
to determine the answer.  Regardless of the method used to create the purchase order or the
invoice payment request, ninety percent of transactions are executed without problems.  A
simple verification of the shipment, with little or no manual processing, is all that is required for
payment approval and execution.
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However, the other 10% of transactions that fail typically create a time-intensive, manual
process, involving research and approval on a number of levels from multiple organizations.
For example, if the gear manufacturer listed above delivered the goods differently than
requested, fewer than expected, to the wrong manufacturing facility, or replaced the order with
a different type of gear due to lack of availability.  Regardless of the reason, the difference
between the delivery and the expectation creates a problem transaction that will result in an
exception in the payment process.  Acorde Resolve replaces the typical manual and time-
intensive process to resolve this transaction by collecting all necessary transaction details like
purchase order, invoice and proof of delivery information; presenting this information on-line
and making it readily available to all parties in the process.

Acorde Resolve is designed to facilitate the resolution of problem transactions from two
perspectives.  First, trading partners can securely enter the hub on-line to work with
transaction details surrounding a problem.  Representatives from any trading partner can enter
a secure Virtual Office to access information about transactions and potential problems without
having to communicate with representatives from the hub organization.  This self-service model
electronically enables the inquiry process for questions such as status of an invoice, payment,
application or notification that a problem has occurred.

Second, when two or more parties are required to resolve a transaction, the Virtual Office is
used to communicate directly between the two parties via interactive tools, including page
sharing and instant messaging.  By presenting all of the transaction detail as well as the
interactive tools to work on problem transactions, all parties can effectively communicate and
resolve problem transactions quicker.  Faster turnaround on transaction problems creates cost
effective problem resolution and the opportunity to receive payment for goods and services
rendered sooner rather than later.

The Acorde Resolve product is capable of providing much more than the resolution of the
transaction.  With the explosive growth of the B2B marketplace, the number of participants in
the delivery process and the number of trading partners available to deliver goods and services
is growing at a phenomenal rate.  Acorde Resolve helps the securing of new trading partners
and the delivery of information to the entire trading partner community.  Wherever inter-
company process integration is required, the Acorde Product family can deliver powerful web-
based interaction.

David Yockelson, Senior VP and Director at the META Group, a leading industry analyst,
characterizes the growth of the B2B market:  “The B2B Market is exploding, and now—more
than ever—there is a need to add inter-company process integration to information transfer—
particularly for industries with complex channels (high tech, retail manufacturing,
chemical/pharmaceutical, etc.)  The ability to handle the increase in exceptions— partial
shipments, discrepancies between invoices and purchase orders, misapplied discounts, etc.—
by integrating human intervention with automated processes must be woven into the e-
application fabric to instill confidence and deliver success.”
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Revolutionizing Trading Partner Communities

Optika utilizes the Internet to revolutionize the way trading partners interact and facilitate
business transactions.  Optika enables Web-based transaction resolution by incorporating
flexible electronic business processes and transaction content from a wide array of data
sources.  Anyone with the ability to access the Internet via a Web browser can proactively
resolve transaction issues with trading partners.

Through the Acorde family of Internet software solutions, Optika helps companies establish
Trading Partner Resolution Networks (TPRNs) – interactive communities that allow businesses
to manage B2B transactions, automate processes, facilitate partner self-service and
collaborate on transaction issues over the web.  By incorporating real-time interaction with all
relevant information about a business transaction, Optika gives organizations the ability to solve
traditional back office problems and resolve transaction disputes in virtual web communities.

Virtual web communities may contain as many or as few participants as a company desires.
At the central point of a web community is a hub organization.  Hub organizations can be the
supplier, the buyer or an intermediary in between.  For example, in the retail environment an
Acorde Resolve hub organization may be the retail store that is purchasing goods from many
suppliers and selling those goods through their distribution channels like brick and mortar
stores and web storefronts or marketplaces.

Acorde Resolve hub organizations can create virtual office for every supplier in the trading
partner community.  Virtual offices give each trading partner secure access to information and
interactive tools to facilitate problem resolution while providing global access to participants
from the hub organization.  Global access allows parties in the hub organization to see more
than one virtual office at a time.

Acorde Trading Partner Resolution Network
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The Acorde Resolve Solution

Acorde Resolve, a B2B software solution combining inter-company process automation with
XML-based content delivery and interactive resolution tools, enables web-based transaction
self-service and resolution within and across organizations, reducing costs, increasing
efficiency and enhancing trading partner loyalty.

Through TPRNs, Acorde Resolve enables B2B transaction participants with an interactive
medium for collaborating over the web to view, discuss and resolve transaction discrepancies.
Via TPRNs, Acorde Resolve enables companies with the following functionality:

• Virtual offices  - TPRNs are capable of servicing the tremendous number of suppliers,
distributors, carriers and customers in a supply chain.  Through the resolution hub, a
virtual office is available for every participant in the transaction allowing secure
delivery of business content like payment schedules, statements, problems and leads.
Virtual offices create an environment for every trading partner that can be accessed
from a browser.

• Self-service – Over TPRNs, individual transaction participants can proactively check
on status of transactions, applications and much more.  Should a problem occur
internal and external participants securely, initiate resolution without contacting their
trading partner. Via a web browser, users can view the transaction problem, as well as
all supporting information, to determine source and initiate solution to the discrepancy.

• Transaction Content Delivery – Acorde Resolve delivers transaction content to users
both internal and external to an organization, regardless of original format - including
EDI transactions, HTML documents, office documents, XML-based forms, paper
transactions and mainframe or line-of-business data.

• Electronic Process Control – Over TPRNs, Acorde Resolve leverages the Acorde
Process application to automates work processes internally and into the trading
partner community, allowing access to the relevant information as well as the tools to
achieve resolution, all over the web.

• Interactive Communication Tools – Acorde Resolve provides several options for
partner self-service and collaboration between participants on a TPRN, including:

o Page Sharing – a “show and tell” facility gives users the ability to drive
web pages being viewed by other participants on a TPRN.  One
participant can show other parties what pages to view during an interactive
session.

o Interactive Messaging – a tool to facilitate real-time interactive text-based
communication between parties that are viewing the same web page
content, increasing effectiveness of collaboration while maintaining and
audit of what actions were taken to resolve a problem.

o Email Messaging – an ability to deliver transaction data via an email
attachment.  Users of Acorde Resolve can bookmark information for future
reference and attach URL references to any party in the trading
community including internal and external participants.  Email provides
near time delivery of questions to continue the process of resolution.
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o Fax – provides a tool for fax output/input of content on TPRNs.
Participants in the network who are not web-enabled can continue to work
in their standard business environment without requiring web access.

• Electronic Membership lists – A major component of the interactive communication
capability is the automatic creation of contact lists for the trading partner community.
Each trading partner organization may have multiple contacts across departments,
stores, branches and more.  Acorde Resolve presents contacts specific to trading
partners through the Virtual Office automatically creating an interactive community to
show access and availability for participants like purchasing agents, customer service
representatives, distributors and freight shippers.

• XML Gateway – Acorde provides a gateway for transferring data to a TPRN from
other business applications, including line-of-business, ERP and CRM solutions, via
XML.  The XML gateway facilitates the delivery of information by leveraging XML
standards for communication and connectivity in real time or batch process from other
applications.  The XML Gateway is capable of translating content from external
sources that are not XML aware.   In addition to the transfer from applications that are
not XML aware, the XML Gateway can take information from Acorde Resolve and
deliver it to line-of-business applications in a format that the line-of-business
application expects like text, EDI, and more.

The Benefits of Acorde Resolve

Optika’s TPRNs create value through the speed of execution for resolving problem transactions.
Companies establishing a resolution hub with Acorde Resolve will experience a wide array of
benefits, including:

• Improved trading partner loyalty - with the speed and accessibility of the Internet,
companies no longer have years to build relationships with trading partners.
Businesses must provide excellent customer and vendor service to maintain partner
loyalty.  Acorde Resolve enables companies to efficiently interact and effectively
conduct by allowing organizations to easily share business content and collaborate via
TPRNs.  Providing the opportunity to improve the efficiency of business processes,
Acorde Resolve simplifies the communication between partners and improves the
loyalty of trading partners.

• Improved service levels - viewing and sharing business content in real-time
significantly decreases business processing time and improves productivity, for
functional environments such as accounts payable, purchasing, accounts receivable
and applications processing – creating satisfied partners and customers.

• Cost efficiencies and reduced cycle time – organizations continually face the
mandate to do more for less in an environment that is continuously changing and
growing.  By presenting the business content and interactive tools necessary to
facilitate communication and resolution of transaction issues, Acorde Resolve allows
companies to manage more transactions with few resources, creating an opportunity
for growth in revenue without growth in cost to support that revenue.

• Faster turnaround on payments & receivables – the speed at which a transaction
can be billed determines the speed at which the transaction turns into a tangible asset
for the organization.  When problems occur, the speed of the transaction is slowed
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considerably.  TPRNs create fast and efficient mediums to execute resolution to
problems, accelerating the process and bringing tangible revenue from problem
transactions quicker.

• Enhanced knowledge of trading partner community patterns – with so many
options and alternatives for distribution or purchase of goods and services, customers
and distributors create variable purchase and demand patterns.  When problems are
encountered, Acorde Resolve will quickly identify trends creating greater opportunity to
identify issues before they become critical and maintaining a loyal customer before
that customer disappears.

• Stronger ability to re-intermediate – by operating a resolution hub with greater
ability to react and respond quickly to issues, an organization inserts itself and its
importance in the process of delivering goods and services to market.

Over time, all of the benefits above translate to improved effectiveness and efficiency when
working with business transactions.  Improved transactions result in greater opportunity to
do business at a lower price, remaining competitive as the supply chain continues to
redefine itself.

How the Acorde Solution Works

The Acorde Solution is built upon securely delivering information from a wide variety of
sources to the resolution hub.  The hub is the central point for a virtual web community.
The hub can be located or hosted by a wide variety of participants in the digital
marketplace, including:

• The supplier – an organization that supplies goods and services to a variety of buying
organizations through many channels  (i.e. manufacturers)

• The buyer – an organization responsible for the purchase of goods and services from
a number of sellers through many channels (i.e. retail stores)

• The intermediary – a digital marketplace that brings buyers and sellers together to
engage and execute transactions but does not facilitate resolution to problem
transactions when they occur.

Interactive web communities are enabled through virtual offices that secure access to
transaction information.  A virtual web community will likely have hundreds of participating
organizations.  In the case of a retail store, the store sources goods for delivery to the
market from a wide variety of suppliers.  Acorde Resolve creates a virtual office for each
of these suppliers and established the retail store as the hub.  By executing resolution
through the resolution hub, the effect becomes viral for suppliers who in turn establish their
own resolution hubs or rely on an intermediary to establish a hub for them.

Through the virtual office, each trading partner can interact with transaction content such
as applications, purchase orders, invoices, proof of delivery information, buying
agreements and contracts.  All of this information is secured between the single buyer and
seller engaged in the transaction.

As an individual interacts with the transaction information, powerful interactive tools are
provided to facilitate communication in the context of the data related to the transaction.
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Should two parties be available on-line at the same time, the instant messaging tool can be
used to request a text-based conversation about the transaction.  Should one of the parties
be unavailable, email options are readily available to bookmark and submit the question
and its location, giving the unavailable party the opportunity to view the same information in
near-time and determine the nature of the issue.

For each transaction issue that occurs, a Resolution Pak is generated.  Resolution Paks
are logical containers that present links to physical information relating to each problem
transaction.  Multiple Resolution Paks are presented within the context of a virtual office.
Businesses can completely control how and when Resolution Paks are to be created.

Generation of Resolution Paks

Acorde Resolve does not end with transaction resolution.  The resolution hub can be used
to secure applications, deliver lead opportunities for items like service calls, sales calls and
much more.

A Gateway for Information

Acorde Resolve is a complementary solution for existing line-of-business systems full of rich
information about business transactions and how they are executed.  Acorde Resolve is built
with a powerful input gateway to facilitate communication of data to and from line-of-business
systems to facilitate interaction between trading partners.

Leveraging the standard nature and flexibility of XML, the Acorde XML Gateway will provide the
following features to facilitate information delivery to and from Acorde Resolve:

• Flexible definition and mapping for input – in today’s environment transaction data
is delivered to the organization through a wide variety of applications in many formats
including EDI, multiple XML formats based upon industry or implementation, HTML or
text, paper, fax and much more.  The XML Gateway provides the ability to define and
map data from any source of information into a Resolution Pak regardless of format.

• Aggregation or segmentation of data – as data is delivered across the XML
Gateway, certain data values can be removed from the information being moved into a
Resolution Pak.  Conversely, once data is presented to the XML Gateway, certain data
elements can trigger requests to other systems to obtain data and have it presented
into a Resolution Hub as well.  Data captured into Acorde Resolve can also be input to
the Acorde Context and Process solution components for content storage and
business processing.
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• Flexible output – once steps for resolution have been accomplished, data will likely
need to flow back to the line-of-business systems that originated the problem.  The
XML Gateway can be used to map, aggregate and segment data being delivered back
to line-of-business applications.

• Batch or near-time processing of transaction data – the XML Gateway can be
configured to deal with batch processing of transaction data such as an ERP system
exception report; or in the case of near-time processing of problem transactions (i.e.
when an erroneous order is submitted through a procurement application).

TPRNs within the Organization

Trading Partner Resolution Networks allow more effective communication between groups and
users inside the walls of an organization as well as organizations in the supply chain.  A good
percentage of B2B transaction discrepancies can be resolved within a company – with
enhanced communication and information sharing by internal groups such as A/P, A/R,
purchasing and receiving.  For example, in order processing and invoicing, if each participant
has access to all relevant information as well as interactive tools to collaborate, organizations
can more effectively execute the entire business process of order fulfillment to payment,
resulting in increasingly efficient business processes.

TPRNs automate processes and increase internal collaboration in a variety of applications
beyond traditional manufacturing and retail, including application capture, delivery and support
within such industries as education, insurance and mortgage lending.

B2B Electronic Process Control
Through the establishment of business
rules, business processes spanning across
the organization and into the supply chain
are electronically established to manage
traditional transactions and to automatically
identify and present problem transactions. 
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Resolution Paks

When a transaction issue occurs, an XML-
based Resolution Pak containing all relevant
transaction information such as purchase
orders, shipping receipts and invoices, is
delivered to internal participants for processing
and is made available to external trading
partners via a secure Web interface.
Information in a variety of formats and from a
wide range of applications is readily presented
to users to facilitate transaction resolution.

Interactive Web Collaboration

Once the transaction information is
presented, a user can facilitate resolution by
initiating an interactive session with any and
all participants in a “show and tell”
environment.  An internal user, such as a
customer service or vendor support clerk,
can drive other participants to all appropriate
information and quickly determine both
cause and solution for the problem – all from
a Web browser.
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Trading Partner Self-Service

Acorde Resolve creates a self-service environment that allows all trading partners easy access
to business transaction information.  Trading partners can easily inquire about the status of
transactions as well as initiate resolution for problem transactions.  Through this unique
solution, Optika is enabling companies to decrease time and cost of resolving transactions,
thus enhancing service and strengthening partner relationships.

Inquiry

Partners who are granted secure access to
the TPRN can interact with the hub
organization through a Web browser.
Partner organizations can inquire on
transaction status based upon standard
options such as View last submitted
transactions by date range, or partners can
execute their own search using specific
criteria including invoice number, purchase
order number, date, amount and part
number.

Research
Independent external inquiry eliminates a
large number of telephone and fax service
requests by providing a self-service medium
for internal personnel and trading partners.
Self-service reduces the amount of resources
and time spent to resolve transactions,
significantly decreasing the cost of business
processing.

Resolution
When a particular problem is found, the
trading partner can view the supporting
information, such as invoices, purchase
orders and contracts; make direct
contact via interactive tools; and add
their own information to update the
Resolution Pak.  All transaction
information is securely, accessible to
users – regardless of data type or
source.
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 The Acorde Architecture
The expansion and maturation of Internet technologies increases the ability to bring more
organizations together over the web.  Acorde TPRNs leverage the power of the Internet to
provide flexible content delivery for a wide variety of environments.  Logically, Acorde Resolve
is designed based upon the concept of virtual communities.  Within a virtual community are
virtual offices.

Virtual offices contain Resolution Paks specific to a particular trading partner or internal
member of the virtual trading partner community.  Each Resolution Pak is available through a
web browser with all access to interactive tools through the Acorde Resolve presentation layer.

From an infrastructure perspective, Acorde Resolve leverages a wide variety of data sources to
present transaction information onto the resolution hub to facilitate trading partner resolution
and self-service.  The following diagram describes how information flows to a Trading Partner
Resolution Network.

Acorde Resolve is composed of a web application server operating on the Microsoft Internet
Information Server (IIS) platform to deliver presentation and secure data transfer to any and all
trading partners.  To facilitate data storage and management, an SQL database leveraging the
power of Microsoft or Oracle is used to store, manage and deliver virtual office information,
Resolution Pak details, transaction content and membership data.  The following diagram
describes how the resolution hub becomes the focal point for delivery of information to the
web.

Acorde Resolve Infrastructure

For clients who do not have defined electronic processes or content repositories, the Acorde
family of solutions can integrate directly into the Acorde Resolve infrastructure to automate
business processes and deliver transaction content.

The Acorde architecture is designed to scale and support a tremendous number of users
through the virtual trading partner community.  Whether a resolution hub is built for hundreds
of offices or built to scale to thousands of offices, the environment is essentially the same.  The
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application can scale up or out by allowing more processing power to be applied to the
database or the web server; or should the hub organization desire, the web servers can be
distributed to enhance the throughput and fault tolerance of the web application.

A New Delivery Model

In a continuing effort to provide solutions that increase communication with trading partners
while reducing the cost of doing business, Optika offers Acorde Resolve through an Application
Service Provider (ASP) model as an alternative to a traditional software purchase.  Through a
partnership with NaviSite, a leading provider of co-managed outsourced applications, Optika
creates a compelling value proposition with a low-cost entry point for organizations planning to
create a resolution hub.  The ASP option, tailored for a wide range of companies – from small
and mid-size businesses to large transaction-intensive organizations, allows companies to
leverage the power of TPRNs as well as the ease of installation and use provided by the ASP
model.

Through a managed co-location model, Optika delivers unprecedented uptime and availability
for its applications and provides premier support and training for the Acorde family of
solutions.   Application outsourcing for software solutions enables customers to focus on the
business issues at hand rather than spend time, money and resources addressing
technological barriers.  Customers electing to use Acorde Resolve via the ASP model will
achieve the following benefits:

• Secure, efficient access to transaction data, enabling self-service and resolution for
the entire trading partner community

• Predictable operating costs without a large up-front investment

• Outsourced management of technology infrastructure and associated hardware &
software upgrades

• Simplification of the resource issues for hard-to-find technical personnel necessary
to manage the application internally

• Faster implementation with fewer resources  

Summary

Trading Partner Resolution Networks are changing the way companies interact with their
trading partners.  For today’s Net Economy, turning ideas and information into results as
quickly as possible will define the success of companies looking to expand their reach and
influence and as a result create loyal trading partners.

Through a unique and flexible combination of inter-company process automation, content
delivery and interactive, self-service resolution tools, Acorde Resolve enables businesses to
enhance the sharing and distribution of information, increasing trading partner loyalty and
reducing the costs associated with resolving problem transactions. Building TPRNs with Acorde
Resolve allows enterprises to greatly improve their vendor and customer service, enhancing
trading partner relationships and gaining significant advantage over the competition.

Companies that create value through velocity by processing problem transactions as quickly as
they execute transactions will experience tremendous value and benefits related to the trading
partner relationship.


